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Making a group of strangers a community

    The students who initially came forward wanting to start a student farm 
on campus, desired more than just a place on campus to try out growing 
vegetables. At that time the University lacked a community of students 
interested in sustainable agriculture. Plenty of students were interested in 
sustainable agriculture but given that there is only one class on campus with 
Sustainable Agriculture in the title, fi nding other like minded students outside 
of that class can be diffi cult. The early dreamers of the student farm were 
hoping not only to create a green space but also a community of like minded 
individuals. 
    The introduction section of Building a Sustainable Business Plan, poses the 
questions: 
 • What key issues are motivating you to plan? 
 • Who is your business planning team? 
 • Who should be involved in your planning process? 
 • How will you use your business plan?

    These questions helped us frame the class in many ways. We knew that we 
wanted to empower the students to become a community that would be the 
decision makers in the business planning team. We also knew that we wanted 
to create a plan so that we would have a frame work to guide the students who 
would chose to run the farm later during the growing season after the class was 
over.
    Our challenge the fi rst day of class was to fi gure out how to take a room 
of 21 people, some of whom are meeting for the fi rst time, and turn them 
into a community of decision makers for this project. Our approach involved 
acquainting students with each other and giving them the tools to make 
decisions using consensus building methods. This section will focus on the fi rst 
area, with consensus building being the topic of the next section.  
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Task 1: Identify Values- 
What’s Important to You? 

     The fi rst section in Building a Sustainable Business 
Plan deals with identifying the values of the people 
involved in the process of creating a business plan. 
Although it might have been helpful for us to have each 
student identify their personal, economic, environmental 
and community values and then look for overlap as the 
guide suggests, for us a different approach was needed. 
Not only did we need to understand each others’ values 
we needed to understand who each other was, where 
they were coming from, where participating in this class 
fi t into their life, and what they bring to the class. We 
accomplished this by having each student participate in 
an introductions activity. 
      I fi rst experienced this activity at the Analyzing 
Agroecosystems course in the summer of 2004. Originally 
the activity was done using large sheets of paper (24” 
X 36”) and then the sheets were hung up around the 
room for the duration of that course which allowed the 
participants the opportunity to go back and refresh 
themselves of the backgrounds or the other participants. 
For our purposes we shrunk the page size down to the 8” 
by 11 1/2” for copying ease. Each student then received 
a copy of the packet that contained each student’s 
introduction page, which then notes could be made on as 
participants talked. 
    Even though it was quite an investment in time to go 
around and have each student to describe who they are, 
where they come from and what they are bringing to 
the course, we felt that at the beginning of the course 
it would be time well spent. It helped students and 
faculty to get to know each other and it also helped to 
start building a community from which decisions would 
eventually be made. 
    A sample of students’ introduction pages is on 
the right, as you can see each participant expressed 
themselves differently. Some pages are easier to 
understand than others. The goal was to describe: Who 
are you? Where do you come from? and What you bring 
to the course? The hand out of participants names and 
pictures also helps in the getting to know each other 
process. 

Examples of 
Introduction Sheets
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Building a Community 
Time Table

Week of 
Class

Activities

1 • Share Simple Introductions at the 
Beginning of class- Name & Major
• Take 10 minutes for each participant to fi ll 
out an 81/2” X 11” page expressing: Who 
are you, Where do you come from & What 
do you bring to this class? (Make a packet 
of copies of each participants response for 
week 2)
• Fill out Week 1 Survey (See Chapter 14) 
• Take Digital Photos of Each Student 
(Format onto a 1 page Sheet with everyone’s 
Name, Make copies for each participant)

2 • Have each participant share and explain 
their introduction page from week 1 
(approximately 4 minutes / person). 

3 Go over group results of Week 1 Survey (See 
Chapter 14)

ASAP • Have students start working in groups with 
people they don’t know!
• Each week have participants sit in a 
different place so they can interact with 
different people
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Each participant received a sheet like this early on in the class.




